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		Solutions for modular, functional, reactive, GUI, network, and multithreaded programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the latest features of Java 11 to implement efficient and reliable code
	
			Develop memory-efficient applications, understanding new garbage collection in Java 11
	
			Create restful webservices and microservices with Spring boot 2 and Docker


	
		Book Description

	
		For more than three decades, Java has been on the forefront of developing robust software that has helped versatile businesses meet their requirements. Being one of the most widely used programming languages in history, it's imperative for Java developers to discover effective ways of using it in order to take full advantage of the power of the latest Java features. Java 11 Cookbook offers a range of software development solutions with simple and straightforward Java 11 code examples to help you build a modern software system.

	
		Starting with the installation of Java, each recipe addresses various problem by explaining the solution and offering insights into how it works. You'll explore the new features added to Java 11 that will make your application modular, secure, and fast. The book contains recipes on functional programming, GUI programming, concurrent programming, and database programming in Java. You'll also be taken through the new features introduced in JDK 18.3 and 18.9.

	
		By the end of this book, you'll be equipped with the skills required to write robust, scalable, and optimal Java code effectively.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Set up JDK and understand what's new in the JDK 11 installation
	
			Implement object-oriented designs using classes and interfaces
	
			Manage operating system processes
	
			Create a modular application with clear dependencies
	
			Build graphical user interfaces using JavaFX
	
			Use the new HTTP Client API
	
			Explore the new diagnostic features in Java 11
	
			Discover how to use the new JShell REPL tool


	
		Who this book is for

	
		The book is for intermediate-to-advanced Java programmers who want to make their applications fast, secure, and scalable.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Installation and sneak peek into Java 11
	
			Fasttrack to OOP - Classes and Interfaces
	
			Modular Programming
	
			Going Functional
	
			Streams and pipelines
	
			Database Programming
	
			Concurrent and Multithreaded Programming
	
			Better management of OS process
	
			RESTful Web Services Using Spring Boot
	
			Networking
	
			Memory management and debugging
	
			Read Evaluate Print Loop (REPL) using jShell
	
			Working with new Date and Time APIs
	
			Testing
	
			The new way of coding with JDK
	
			GUI Programming Using JavaFX 11
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C++ Game Development Primer (The Expert's Voice in C++)Apress, 2014

	C++ is the language behind most of today's computer games. This 96-page C++ Game Development Primer takes you through the accelerated process of writing games for otherwise experienced C++ programmers. After reading this book, you’ll have the fundamental know-how to become a successful and profitable game applications...
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Software Process Quality : Management and ControlCRC Press, 1999
Software presents both an opportunity and a threat. Software runs our lives. The list of applications in which software is a critical component is endless: elevators, airlines, telecommunications, medical devices, education, and countless others. Data from the Software Engineering Institute indicates that approximately 60% of software development...
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Performance Politics and the British VoterCambridge University Press, 2009
What matters most to voters when they choose their leaders? This book suggests that performance politics is at the heart of contemporary democracy, with voters forming judgments about how well competing parties and leaders perform on important issues. Given the high stakes and uncertainty involved, voters rely heavily on partisan cues and party...
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Jewels on QueenUniversity of New South Wales, 2015

	Ancient Roman engraved rings, eye miniatures, love tokens, an Art Deco aquamarine, and diamond brooch: all of these collectibles appear in an exclusive Sydney shop in Queen Street, Woollahra. Anne Schofield, Australia’s best-known antique jewelery expert, unlocks the cabinets in her shop and reveals the favorite pieces of jewelery she has...
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Introduction to Networks Companion GuideCisco Press, 2013

	Introduction to Networks Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Routing and Switching curriculum.


	 


	The course introduces the...
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Systems Analysis and Design in a Changing World (with CourseMate Printed Access Card)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	Systems Analysis and Design in a Changing World, Fifth Edition, was written and developed with
	both instructor and student needs in mind. Here is just a sample of the unique and exciting
	features that help bring the field of systems analysis and design to life.


	SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IN A CHANGING WORLD teaches the...
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